Address
Date
Dear
Hello! My name is ___________, I am writing you a personal letter because I feel that personal
contact among women is the most important political force in the world.
I am part of a group of Democratic women, and we are writing many letters, one at a time, because
YOU ARE IMPORTANT. Too often men in power do not recognize your true worth. If they did, they
would care more for children, for education, for health care, for jobs, for voting rights, for fair
taxation, for clean drinking water! So many things in NC are going wrong and we MUST stop this
immediately!
Republican legislators now in power do not care for anyone but themselves, their power over others,
and their money. Every year they cut funds to schools. Teachers are not valued, help from teacher
aides is limited, classrooms are overcrowded, and children have no textbooks.

It is part of the NC

constitution to educate the young so they will be good citizens in our Democracy.
Governor McCrory and the GOP legislature have not accepted federal money to expand Medicaid
benefits to 500,000 North Carolinians. This money would not only allow people to take care of
themselves, but it would also provide jobs in health care fields, which will make the NC economy grow.
This is a WIN-WIN situation.
This Legislature and Governor lowered taxes on the rich. They are not protecting our environment.
They have stopped the growth of wind power and solar panels in NC, and now clean water is in
danger by allowing fracking, allowing big business to pollute our streams and lakes, and not making
Duke Energy clean up coal ash sites.

We want to vote these people out of office by voting for

progressive candidates who will again make North Carolina a state that cares for its people—all of the
people.
If you might have any difficulty getting to the polls, you can vote by absentee (mail-in) ballot.
Your vote this year is even more important because we are electing a President of the United States.
We have an opportunity to vote for and elect Hillary Clinton as our first woman president!
I have included a copy of the BLUE CARD with dates and locations for early voting and a list of the
best candidates to vote for (up and down the ballot). Take the BLUE CARD with you when you vote.
Please read this information, mark your calendar or put the information card on the refrigerator,
and VOTE TOGETHER WITH US according to the information. If you have questions, need help getting
an absentee ballot, or need help to vote, please call me at ____-____-______.
See you at the polls!
_________________

